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The regularity of Special Legendrian Integral Cycles

COSTANTE BELLETTINI AND TRISTAN RIVIÈRE

Abstract. Special Legendrian Integral Cycles in S5 are the links of the tangent
cones to Special Lagrangian integer multiplicity rectifiable currents in Calabi-
Yau 3-folds. We show that Special Legendrian Cycles are smooth except possibly
at isolated points.
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1. Introduction

Some years ago, in a survey paper [5], S.K. Donaldson and R.P. Thomas gave a

fresh boost to the analysis of non-linear gauge theories in geometry by exhibiting

heuristically links between some invariants in complex geometry and spaces of so-

lutions to Yang-Mills equations in dimensions higher than the usual conformal 4

dimensions for these equations. In [22] G. Tian described the loss of compactness

of sequences of some Yang-Mills Fields in dimension larger than 4. This loss of

compactness arises along (n − 4)-rectifiable objects, called the blow-up sets. It
plays a crucial role in the compactification procedure of the space of the solutions

of!-anti-self-dual instantons (the generalisation of the usual 4-dimensional instan-
tons to dimensions larger than 4).

Can one expect the blow-up set to be more than just rectifiable? What is its

exact nature?

At such a level of generality this question is wide open and difficult. The situa-

tion is better understood for some sub-classes of solutions: one example is given by

the so-called SU(4)-Instantons in a Calabi-Yau 4-fold. The concentration set is, in
this case, the carrier of a calibrated rectifiable cycle. Among these cycles we find

for instance the Special Lagrangian Integral Currents. This provides one possible

field of application for Special Lagrangian Geometry or calibrated geometries in

general.
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